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Postcards from the Interior 2005

postcards from the interior is a collection of postcard poems written from different geographical locations and

varied states of heart and mind the first section postcards from vermont is composed of poems about vermont

towns and historical landmarks the second section postcards from the interior stretches to include poems from far

flung places real and imagined adroit at juxtaposing the exterior weather of landscapes and the interior weather

of the human condition cooper writes poetry with the heft of a romantic meditation and the breezy ease of

contemporary song lyrics wyn cooper has published three previous poetry collections a poem from his first book

was turned into lyrics for sheryl crow s grammy winning song all i wanna do he lives in battleboro vermont

Postcards from the Boys 2005-09-01

a unique insight into the friendship between the members of the beatles through postcards sent to ringo from

john paul and george sensationally presented this book features 53 postcards sent by john lennon george

harrison and paul mccartney to ringo starr the superb facsimile reproductions of the cards complete with the

occasional drawing depict both the spontaneous wit and art of the beatles the reproduction of the postcards is

supplemented by revealing text from ringo explaining the meaning behind the cards and documenting the

corresponding moments in his life this visually stunning and intriguing book is quite simply a must have for

anyone interested in the story of the beatles phenomenon

Postcards from the Heart 2011-01-20

a fresh funny new voice ella griffin can make you laugh and then cry in the turn of a page marian keyes life is

looking up for saffy she has a great job a gorgeous flat in the most desirable part of dublin and after six years it

looks like her boyfriend greg is going to propose greg just voted the 9th most eligible man in ireland is on a high

too he s about to swap his part as a heart throb in an irish soap for a break in hollywood his best mate conor

wakes up every morning with jess the most beautiful woman on the planet but even after seven years and two

kids she won t marry him he spends his days teaching teenagers and his nights writing the book he hopes will

change everything including jess s mind but their happy endings are playing hard to get it seems everyone s

keeping secrets one night stands heartbreak grief and loss are all in the mix it s going to take some tough

questions and even tougher answers before anyone s being honest even with themselves

Postcards from the Anthropocene. 2022-04-22

postcards from the front 1914 1919 captures the essence of this medium in a unique and fascinating way

bringing to life the pathos the trauma and the mud and the blood of flanders and france as the embattled
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tommies wrote home to their loved ones

Postcards from the Front 1914-1919 2016-05-15

the first book on the subject of postcards in the indian subcontinent more than 500 professionally restored

images chapters dedicated to cities and movementspostcards were to people in 1900 what the internet was to

the world in 2000 the world went from a thousand to a billion postcards in a very short span of time with the

finest painters from india austria and japan getting involved paper jewels is the story of postcards during the raj

and covers india pakistan sri lanka and burma it is the first book on the subject and features hundreds of

professionally restored images in original format weaving together the postcard artists photographers and

publishers who define the rich history of the medium the author s research also charts the history and

progression of the technological aspects of postcard publishing and its key players the concluding chapters

explore the role postcards played in the independence struggle from the first non cooperation movement through

the dandi march and partition it includes some of the earliest cards of mahatma gandhi mohammed ali jinnah

and other political figures many of the images in the book have not been seen since they were first published

nearly a century ago published in association with the alkazi collection of photography

Paper Jewels 2018-05

although he was a native of bullock county alabama wade hall teacher writer poet critic interviewer folklorist and

documentarian spent most of his fifty year career in kentucky but he was never emotionally far from his home as

evidenced by his passion for collecting vintage alabama postcards in his lifetime he amassed 10 000 which he

then graciously gave to the university of alabama libraries and troy university in a large joint bequest that also

included rare books quilts folk art letters and more these postcards date from the late 1800s to the mid 20th

century and offer a fascinating and diverse picture of the state the meaning of postcards that could be purchased

as a travel souvenir is largely forgotten today when cameras are commonplace but the value of hall s stunning

collection cannot be missed the some 400 cards featured in greetings from alabama are revealing of scenes

familiar and rare from birmingham s vulcan to mobile s bellingrath gardens from enterprise s boll weevil

monument to huntsville s rockets from helen keller s home to william rufus king s resting place the scenes offer

captivating glimpses of alabama history

Greetings from Alabama: A Pictorial History in Vintage Postcards

2016-09-01

greetings from detroit historic postcards from the motor city offers a glimpse into the past through more than two

hundred historic postcards of detroit from the early 1900s to the 1950s compiled and presented in full color by
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dan austin of historicdetroit org from familiar sights to long lost landmarks this book pairs vintage views with rich

stories from the motor city s yesteryear in the era before cameras became commonplace postcard shops were

everywhere allowing folks to send snapshots of their travels to friends and family or to take home as mementos

many of these old postcards are now sought after collectibles today offering a rare look back at a time of

tremendous growth and change across detroit during the first half of the twentieth century divided into six

sections greetings from detroit showcases the changing times and interests of the city highlighting some of the

distinct neighborhoods including midtown southwest detroit and the downtown area a portion of the book is

devoted to detroit s parks with special interest in belle isle palmer park clark park and water works park the book

also shines a light on the majestic steamers that often dotted the detroit river greetings from detroit gathers some

of the best most illustrative postcards in one place and for the first time in full color frames them alongside

meticulously researched writing offering context and stories behind each image it is a history book it is a picture

book it is a window into the history of detroit as the city grows and changes there is value in observing a detroit

that is frozen in time this beautiful collection would make an excellent conversation piece in the home of any

local history aficionado

Greetings from Detroit 2017-10-02

the new york times bestselling cult classic novel in a new edition introduced by stephen fry i don t think you can

even call this a drug this is just a response to the conditions we live in suzanne vale formerly acclaimed actress

is in rehab feeling like something on the bottom of someone s shoe and not even someone interesting immersed

in the sometimes harrowing often hilarious goings on of the drug hospital and wondering how she ll cope and

find work back on the outside she meets new patient alex ambitious good looking in a heathcliffish way and in

the grip of a monumental addiction he makes suzanne realize that however eccentric her life might seem there s

always someone who s even closer to the edge of reason carrie fisher s bestselling debut novel is an uproarious

commentary on hollywood the home of success sex and insecurity and has become a beloved cult classic this

novel with its energy bounce and generous delivery of a loud laugh on almost every page stands as a

declaration of war on two fronts on normal and on unhappy stephen fry a single woman s answer to nora ephron

s heartburn the smart successor to joan didion s play it as it lays los angeles times a cult classic a wonderfully

funny brash and biting novel washington post a wickedly shrewd black humor riff on the horrors of rehab and the

hollows of hollywood life people searingly funny vogue

Postcards From the Edge 2011-11-10

for over forty years professor and culinary historian jessica b harris has collected postcards depicting africans

and their descendants in the american diaspora they are presented for the first time in this exquisite volume

vintage postcards from the african world in the dignity of their work and the joy of their play brings together more
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than 150 images providing a visual document of more than a century of work in agricultural and culinary pursuits

and joy in entertainments parades and celebrations organized by geography africa the caribbean and the united

states as well as by the types of scenes depicted the farm the garden and the sea the marketplace the vendors

and the cooks leisure entertainments and festivities the images capture the dignity of the labors of everyday life

and the pride of festive occasions superb and rare images demonstrate everything from how africans and their

descendants dressed to what tools they used to how their entertainments provided relief from toil three essays

accompany the postcards one of which details harris s collection and the collecting process a second presents

suggestions on how to interpret the cards a final essay gives brief information on the history of postcards and

postcard dating and its increasing use and value to scholars

Vintage Postcards from the African World 2020-05-15

beloved novelist marcia willett continues to captivate readers with her inspiring novels about family friendship and

love in postcards from the past siblings billa and ed share their beautiful grand old childhood home in rural

cornwall with family and friends nearby and their living arrangements free and easy they seem as contented as

they can be but when postcards start arriving from a sinister figure they thought belonged well and truly in their

pasts old memories are stirred why is he contacting them now and what has he been hiding all these years

Postcards from the Past 2015-04-14

the recent hit movie the wedding singer cds collecting 80s chartbusters all request 80s weekends on the radio

you know you re a child of the 80s e mails in case you haven t noticed the 80s are back postcards from the 80s

will be comprised of 80 lists and photos that will evoke and encapsulate the totally awesome decade that was

the 80s anyone whose life intersected with this decade will welcome this breezy and fun romp through all things

80s

Postcards from the '80s 1999

quot in may 1992 while serb nationalist forces cleansed the towns and villages of the drina valley in eastern

bosnia of their formerly majority muslim population as part of slobodan milosevic s criminal attempt to carve an

expanded serbia from the successor states of the former yugoslav federation thousands of fleeing desperate

people converged on the small town of srebrenica in search of refuge for many of them this would prove to be a

fatal decision serb forces besieged the town for three years undeterred even when it was proclaimed a un safe

area as more and more refugees fled to srebrenica from the surrounding villages conditions there became

unbearable near starvation daily death degradation of civilized life the victims themselves were caught up in the

dialectic of violence finally after three years of agony and as those sent to protect them stood by srebrenica was
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destroyed in just a few days in july 1995 bosnian serb forces murdered some 8 000 people against all odds emir

suljagic survived while the lives of nearly every man he had ever known and those of many women too were

wiped out his haunted record of those terrible times offers a fitting monument to those who died jacket

Postcards from the Wandering City 2016

presidents prime ministers and secretary generals of totalitarian states in the twentieth century have been highly

conscious of the need to present a national image suited to the new political culture they sought to inculcate in

these regimes state sanctioned art performed a key function giving visual dimension to an abstract political

ideology there is a striking similarity between the idealized images from these countries this book presents about

fifty postcards from the soviet union germany italy spain and china between 1920 and the 1960s while some of

the images are of a high aesthetic calibre others are simply intended to portray a vernacular socialist realism or

to cultivate the cult of the leader taken together they form a fascinating look at the art of power and its

expression at a time of political upheaval and experiment

Postcards from the Grave 2005

when you open postcards from the soul you ll see into the depths of the often hidden emotions of people who

have shared extraordinary experiences this collection of postcards is both moving and illuminating the emotions

are raw and genuine every postcard tells a piece of the life story of a real person maybe even somebody you

know these postcards resonate because they reflect a universal condition living in the face of adversity they

speak to all people wanting to have a sense of belonging and to be loved heard safe and respected they often

reflect loss abuse abandonment hurt and the mental health and addiction struggles of the postcard author or of

someone close to them by sharing their inner most thoughts the creators of these postcards hope that you will

have a better understanding of some of the struggles they endured and that through their sharing you will want

to make a difference for someone else who may be facing adversity in their lives

Postcards from Utopia 2009

this collection of chinese photography contains over 350 vintage postcards from pre communist china along with

extensive historical background and commentary camel trains arriving at a city gate the distinctive architecture of

the forbidden city its pagodas imperial buildings and temples manchu fashion the empress dowager and the child

emperor puyi street performers and foreign tourists all come to life again in this extraordinary collection of rare

and vintage chinese postcards old beijing postcards from the imperial city offers a unique look at a vanished

china and its storied capital once known as peking containing unique black and white and hand tinted cards that

span chinese history from the last years of imperial china to the japanese invasion of 1937 it is a treasure trove
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for historians collectors sinophiles and anyone fascinated by chinese culture and people from times past

Postcards from the Soul 2011-09

examines four sensational cases of child battering and murder in vienna in 1899 which dominated the

newspapers of the time pp 100 113 the eternal senseless vilification of the jews surveys antisemitic agitation

prevalent in the austrian empire and in vienna at the same time especially the accusation trial and acquittal of

leopold hilsner for ritual murder in polna bohemia discusses the muted reaction in the press especially in the

neue freie presse which appealed for attention to child abuse rather than to the eternal senseless vilification of

the jews discusses the reactions of theodor herzl and karl kraus to the antisemitic agitation and the later impact

of viennese antisemitism on adolf hitler

Old Beijing 2012-11-27

postcards from the net is not the usual how to guide it s a where to a why to and a what to

Actress 1878

these whimsical postcards take you back one hundred years to a time when gentlemen and ladies wore all the

finery seen on these vegetable headed illustrations a turnip headed young man promises i will always turnup

while an onion faced matron sobs i could cry my eyes out for you there are selections for thanksgiving and

valentine s day but also some playful puns with amorous vegetable lassies suggesting lettuce be married and we

are too young dear we cantelope these treasured keepsakes or sentiments to mail away capture an era of

innocence affection and simple charm when you hold these authentic replicas you link up with the romance

sincerity and grace of turn of the century america now you can grow a garden of delightful folk art for your

collection or correspondence

Postcards from the End of the World 1989

in 1904 frank w swallow left behind his short lived car dealership and began a successful cottage industry

printing his own hand colored postcards he was the first to introduce the souvenir post card to one half of new

england according to the imprint of his trademark swallow many of swallow s photographs are contained within

this book which tells a special history of exeter new hampshire between 1900 and 1940 a time when the horse

and carriage era shifted to the automobile hemlines rose a few inches and electricity came to town learn about a

mysteriously lost statue hidden waterways great buildings that burned forgotten parades and the famous swallow

girls most images never before seen are from the exeter historical society s collection and proceeds from the
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sales of this publication support the society in honor of its seventy fifth anniversary

Postcards from the Net 1996

german art student otto schubert was 22 years old when he was drafted into the great war as the conflict

unfolded he painted a series of postcards that he sent to his sweetheart irma during the battles of ypres and

verdun schubert filled dozens of military issued 4 x 6 cards with vivid images depicting the daily realities and

tragedies of war beautifully illustrated with full color reproductions of his exquisite postcards as well as his

wartime sketches woodcuts and two lithograph portfolios postcards from the trenches is schubert s war diary love

journal and life story his powerful artworks illuminate and document in a visual language the truths of war

postcards from the trenches offers the first full account of otto schubert soldier artist of the great war rising art

star in the 1920s prolific graphic artist and book illustrator one of the degenerate artists defamed by the nazis

and a man shattered by the second world war and the cold war created in the midst of enormous devastation

schubert s haunting visual missives are as powerful and relevant today as they were a century ago his postcards

are both a young man s token of love and longing and a soldier s testimony of the great war please note that

this will work best on a colour device

Vegetable People 1998-12-01

youngstown ohio was a rapidly growing industrial city in the early 20th century in 1900 the city had a population

of about 45 000 ten years later it nearly doubled to 80 000 and by 1920 had reached 120 000 this phenomenal

growth was reflected in a number of structures that dotted the city s skyline including the mahoning bank building

the masonic temple and the plants of three major steel companies along the banks of the mahoning river

youngstown also had new places for its citizens to play during this period idora park mill creek park and wick

park and this was all preserved for the future through another early 20th century phenomenon the postcard over

190 vintage postcards illustrate this book which will bring the reader back to the era when youngstown was

rapidly becoming the third largest steel producer in the nation

Postcards from Exeter 2003

brutalist hotels avant garde monuments and futurist tv towers rare and previously unpublished vintage postcards

from the eastern bloc brutal concrete hotels futurist tv towers heroic statues of workers this collection of soviet

era postcards documents the uncompromising landscape of the eastern bloc through its buildings and

monuments these are interspersed with quotes from prominent figures of the time which both support and

confound the ideologies presented in the images in contrast to the photographs of a ruined and abandoned

soviet empire we are accustomed to seeing today the scenes depicted here publicize the bright future of
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communism social housing blocks palaces of culture and monuments to comradeship dating from the 1960s to

the 1980s they offer a nostalgic yet revealing insight into social and architectural values of the time acting as a

window through which we can examine cars people and of course buildings these postcards sanctioned by the

authorities were intended to show the world what living in communism looked like instead this postcard

propaganda inadvertently communicates other messages outside the house of political enlightenment in yerevan

the flowerbed reads glory to the communist party of the soviet union in novopolotsk art school pupils paint plein

air their subject a housing estate at the irkutsk polytechnic institute students stroll past a 16 foot tall concrete

hammer and sickle these postcards are at once sinister funny poignant and surreal

Postcards from the Trenches 2018-11-01

just a trolley ride from el paso ciudad juárez was a popular destination in the early 1900s enticing and exciting

tourists descended on this and other mexican border towns to browse curio shops dine and dance attend

bullfights and perhaps escape prohibition america in postcards from the chihuahua border daniel d arreola

captures the exhilaration of places in time taking us back to mexico s northern border towns of cuidad juárez

ojinaga and palomas in the early twentieth century drawing on more than three decades of archival work arreola

uses postcards and maps to unveil the history of these towns along west texas s and new mexico s southern

borders postcards offer a special kind of visual evidence arreola s collection of imagery and commentary about

them shows us singular places enriching our understandings of history and the history of change in chihuahua no

one postcard tells the entire story but image after image offers a collected view and insight into changing

perceptions arreola s geography of place looks both inward and outward we see what tourists see while at the

same time gaining insight about what postcard photographers and postcard publishers wanted to be seen and

perceived about these border communities postcards from the chihuahua border is a colorful and dynamic visual

history it invites the reader to time travel to revisit another era the first half of the last century when these border

towns were framed and made popular through picture postcards

Postcards from the Planets 1992

newly married chris and susanna naylor set off for a new life in the arab world living first in kuwait then jordan

and finally lebanon in a region never far from the news they discovered their expectations of war terrorism desert

sand dunes men in white robes and veiled women camels and kalashnikovs indeed their own reasons for being

there were to be constantly challenged as they found out the reality bore little resemblance to their pre

conceptions postcards from the middle east is a tale of love from one family s experiences a story of work

schooling friendships worship and shared family life lived out in precious communities against a back drop of

world changing events and spectacular scenery the naylors had never experienced such hospitality danger

wildlife spectacles or snow before they moved to the middle east their story provides a multi coloured window on
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an extraordinary and rapidly changing arab world

A Postcard from the Lickeys 2001

visitors to the battlefields of france and belgium expressed pain and anguish pride and nostalgia and wonder and

surprise at what they saw postcards from the western front chronicles the many ways in which these sites were

perceived and commemorated by british people both during the first world war and in the twenty years following

the armistice mark connelly s definitive and engaging study of the former western front examines how different

and distinctive sub communities regional ethnic and religious civilian and armed forces influenced the depth and

strength of the visiting public s relationship with the battlefields all the while comparing and contrasting this

relationship with the viewpoint of the french and belgian inhabitants of the devastated regions connelly draws

from a vast archive a number of interlocking themes including the lingering presence of the battlefields in the

british domestic imagination the often fraught experience of visiting the battlefields memorials and cemeteries

functioning as part of a historical testimony to wartime realities and the interactions between visitors and the

people living in these former fighting zones focusing on french and belgian sites connelly nevertheless provides

insight into other major battlefields fought over by troops from the british empire extensively illustrated with black

and white photographs postcards from the western front offers a groundbreaking perspective on landscapes that

rarely left anyone whether tourist inhabitant veteran or pilgrim unmoved

Youngstown Postcards From the Steel City 2003-04-30

city of vancouver heritage award winner 2003 postcards from the pastprovides a nostalgic and enlightening

glimpse of vancouver and surrounding environs during its first great decade of growth years now known as the

edwardian era authors fred thirkell and bob scullion have presented a collection of outstanding postcard images

complemented by historical anecdotes and amusing asides complete with maps showing the sites of the original

photos this collection allows readers to gain a new perspective of a grand time and a magnificent place

Brutal Bloc Postcards 2018

postcards from the baja california border uses popular historical imagery the vintage postcard to tell a compelling

visually enriched geographical story about the border towns of baja california

Postcards from the Chihuahua Border 2019-10-29

new orleans is in the throes of another fantastic mardi gras celebration when the party gets crashed by a

murderer kimber breeze of kbez tv is broadcasting live from a hotel balcony in the french quarter interviewing
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locals and capturing the spectacle in the streets but as carmela bertrand owner of memory mine scrapbooking

shop waits to be interviewed next someone sneaks onto the balcony and strangles kimber with a cord leaving

her body dangling above the parade soon after the murder carmela begins receiving strange postcards at her

shop signed by the late reporter now she and her friend ava must risk their own necks to find out who s posing

as a ghost and expose a killer scrapbooking tips and recipes included

Postcards from the Middle East 2015-03-20

nicknamed paris on the platte denver colorado combines the cosmopolitan atmosphere of eastern cities with the

rugged spirit of miners and pioneers who founded the queen city of the plains in the days of the old west over

200 vintage hand tinted postcards from the 1900s through the 1940s take readers on a journey through denver s

history stop at the brown palace hotel stroll around the civic center visit the colorado state capitol take a tour

through the denver mint read up on old west history at the denver public library and venture city into the majestic

rocky mountains witness some of the the events and the places that made the mile high city famous

Postcards from the Western Front 2022-09-15

the author creates imaginary postcards to convey her feelings and experiences after traveling in the basque

region for four months

Postcards from the Past 1996

flying visits is a collection of clive james s postcards originally written for the observer between the years 1976

and 1983 about his experiences travelling abroad from peking los angeles and sydney full of james s distinctive

wit and satire this is a timeless collection for the well and not so well travelled

Postcards from the Baja California Border 2021-10-05

a history in postcards of mexican tourist towns in the first half of the twentieth century with nearly two hundred

illustrations between 1900 and the late 1950s mexican border towns came of age both as tourist destinations in

some cases by luring americans who wanted to escape prohibition and as emerging cities commercial

photographers produced thousands of images of their streets plazas historic architecture and tourist attractions

which were reproduced as photo postcards daniel arreola has amassed one of the largest collections of these

border town postcards and in this book he uses this amazing visual archive to offer a new way of understanding

how the border towns grew and transformed themselves in the first half of the twentieth century as well as how

they were pictured to attract american tourists postcards from the río bravo border presents nearly two hundred
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images of five towns on the lower río bravo matamoros reynosa nuevo laredo piedras negras and villa acuña

using multiple images of sites within each city arreola tracks changes both within the cities as places and in the

ways in which they ve been pictured for tourist consumption he also shows how postcard images when

systematically and chronologically arranged can tell us a great deal about how mexican border towns have been

viewed over time this innovative visual approach demonstrates that historical imagery no less than text or maps

can be assembled to tell a fascinating geographical story this is masterful cultural geography with rich visual

materials delivered in a unique and compelling fashion journal of latin american geography

Postcards from the Dead 2012-10-02

nearly all of us either have had or have heard of an experience in which a soul already departed reaches back to

us who have been left behind sometimes it s no more than a whisper a familiar smell in the air or just the feeling

of presence as vivid as when the loved one was still alive these moments are just that moments a glimpse

behind the veil not a letter from heaven but a postcard dan gordon postcards from heaven a postcard from

heaven is not a revelation from on high rather it s a whisper a familiar smell in the air or just the feeling of

presence of someone who s passed away it is just enough of a message to imply that what we call life is not

ended by what we call death dan gordon has been receiving these postcards all his life from his father his older

brother and his son zaki who was killed in a car accident when he was only twenty two postcards from heaven is

the beautiful inspirational memoir of four generations of a remarkable family and how they remain interconnected

a part of one another s stories even after passing to the other side here is the span of his father s long life

moving and funny from the russian revolution to his improbable depression era courtship of a woman named

goddess gordon s mother to his spiritual later years in israel his incorrigible older brother s mischievous magic

able to find humor even in cancer treatment and his brilliant son a natural storyteller who looked destined to

follow his father into the movie business these are the stories of their lives on earth as well as after death full of

humor compassion and love postcards from heaven comforts and assures us that those we loved can reach

back to those of us still on earth and if only we are attentive enough to listen we can hear them say got here

safe it s really beautiful much love till we meet again

Greetings from Denver 2006

Postcards from the Basque Country 1999
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Flying Visits 2017-04-06

Postcards from the Past 2021-11-05

Postcards from the Río Bravo Border 2013-08-01

Postcards from Heaven 2008-11-08

Picture This 2014-08-08
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